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Abstract

This white paper describes the PHPlus, an open source object oriented framework and an
IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for rapid web application development using PHP 5
(PHP, PHP5 beta 2) for Linux Platforms. The framework strictly follows the MVC (Model-ViewController) architecture where the presentation is clearly separated from the application logic and
the approach is completely object oriented. In other words, our framework provides a clear
boundary between the tasks of web designers and PHP programmers. The popularity of any
framework largely depends on the ease of use. The framework is incorporated with the IDE, which
has been developed as part of the project. (The IDE can be used with or without the framework, but
it is encouraged to use the framework as it provides many advantages). The IDE provides project
management, code editing facilities, deployment, auto-generation of clients for web services, autogeneration of skeletons of unit test cases, auto-generation of project documentation and CVS
(Concurrent Versioning System) support, which are the core functions. The framework together
with the IDE truly helps the rapid web application development.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Importance of an open source framework and an IDE

PHP (PHP) is a most widely used server side scripting language and its popularity has
grown at a tremendous rate over the last few years. Current statistics (PHP Usage, Nov 2003)
show that it is used in over 14 million domains. The main reasons for its popularity are multiplatform support, ease of use, higher performance and being an open source project. PHP allows
scripts to be embedded inside HTML pages. When it comes to large-scale business application, it is
experienced that this approach introduces a lot of overhead on future modifications and
maintenance of the web site. In many cases it is found that the cost of maintenance far exceeds the
cost of development. Many people have identified this problem and some have proposed their
solutions in the form of frameworks as well. Eocene (EOCENE) is one such framework. Even
though, these frameworks try to solve the problem mentioned above, frameworks themselves
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introduce some serious problems. For example, Eocene uses a set of custom defined tags to
generate dynamic content in HTML files and this introduces problems during the
designing/redesigning of the web pages. In particular, the visual designing capability is lost and it
does not completely separate the logic and the design. Our approach to solve this problem uses
widely industry-accepted techniques. Our proposed framework closely follows the principles of
Enhydra framework (ENHYDRA), which is used by millions of Java web application developers.
Some of the drawbacks of this java-based framework are the resource intensiveness and low
responsiveness. PHPlus framework works closely with DOM (DOM Level 1 spec, XML Spec
v1) programming of PHP to generate dynamic content and is completely object objected. The
framework is written for the latest version of PHP (version 5 beta2, released in Nov 2003,
experimental).
During the early research on the project, need for an IDE, which is easy to use and install
was identified. PHPlus IDE, also open source, provides facilities that one finds in popular IDEs for
other languages. The framework is integrated to this IDE to make the web development still faster.
IDE provides many wizards to make the life of developers easier. IDE is developed using the Qt
(QT) library, which supports multi-platform and in Red Hat Linux 9.0.

1.2 PHPlus: Framework
“Open source framework for rapid PHP web application development”
PHPlus is a completely object oriented framework developed for PHP version 5.0 or higher.
It separates out the presentation and the business logic of the web pages, which is the core of any
MVC architecture. The context model, which relates the system under consideration with the out
side world, of the framework is shown below.
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Fig 1 Context model of the PHPlus framework
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The framework consists of two main modules.
1. XMLCPlus parser
2. PHP class library.
The XMLCPlus parser converts any HTML file (which is nearly XML compliant) in to a
PHP class representing the content of the HTML file in PHP Document Object Model. The parser is
able to tolerate a level of XML syntax errors. The parser uses XMLWrapp (XMLWRAPP), an open
source DOM manipulation library written for C++, to parse HTML files.
The PHP class library provides a comprehensive set of functionality to manipulate the PHP
DOM class generated by the parser. It also provides facilities to perform frequently used tasks such
as database manipulation, editing form controls during run time, etc.
A brief description of the modules in the class library is listed below.
•

Presentation Management
This module handles incoming page requests and responsible for initialization process for the
first request by any user. As a standard, each html file has a corresponding presentation PHP
class and that presentation class may in turn utilize one or more business PHP classes.

•

Database Access Management
The user is provided a high-level class library to communicate with external databases. The
main advantage of this module is that the user can change the underlying database server with a
little or no modification to the existing PHP codes.

•

Session Management
Most of the production level web applications require to keep the data across multiple web
pages during a user session. This module wraps the session functionalities that PHP engine
provides and the user is provided with an easy-to-use interface.

•

DOM manipulation
PHPlus framework is based on the DOM of PHP. Each html file is converted to corresponding
PHP class where the content of the html file is represented using the DOM of PHP. The DOM
manipulation API provides users with a set of very powerful and easy-to-use functionalities to
manipulate the DOM during run time. For example, the API provides methods to populate/clone
tables when the result set from a SQL query is supplied as the argument, cutting down a
considerable amount of development time.

•

Form Controls
This module provides users with a set of methods to manipulate standard form elements such as
combo boxes, text boxes, radio buttons and so on. This facility comes in handy especially when
one wants to dynamically update a form element during run time.

•

Caching
Caching improves the subsequent access to the page. The important parameters are what content
should be cached and how long it should be cached. These parameters largely depend on the
type of content, amount of traffic to the web site and the resources available in the server.
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•

XML Controls
XML being a platform independent way of representing data widely used to exchange data
thorough the network. This module provides functionalities to manipulate the data and
presentation of XML files.

Data Flow
Data flow diagram for request processing is shown below.
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Fig 2 Data Flow Diagram for Request Processing
Work Flow
Work flow of using the framework is illustrated below.
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<html><head>
<title> welcome to PHPlus
</title></head>
<body>
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1.3 PHPlus: IDE
“Open source IDE, with PHPlus framework integrated, for Linux platform”
PHPlus is an integrated development environment for developing PHP web applications
rapidly and painlessly incorporating the features of PHPlus framework. It is developed on the Red
Hat Linux 9.0 platform, extensively incorporating the Qt (QT) library 3.1. The support for the
PHPlus framework is built into the IDE. The developer can call a wizard to parse the web pages
designer created to produce the PHPlus framework compliant PHP web application, so he/she needs
not to worry about the framework; rather he/she can concentrate on providing functionalities and
making the application efficient. To ease the development of web applications and more
importantly to make the process faster (note: Time to develop and market largely decides the
success of any software project) the IDE supports many of the PHP code editing features such as
syntax highlighting, and method discovery. Apart from the code editing features wizards such as
documenter, unit test generator are provided to encourage good PHP programming practices.
Further, the IDE provides supports for creating clients for SOAP (SOAP Spec v1.1) (Simple
Object Access Protocol) web services on the fly, keeping up with the current trend of distributed
application development. Once the project has been successfully completed, the IDE provides
facility to deploy the web site to a web server. Some of the wizards make use of open source
libraries to provide the intended functionalities, in keeping with our design goals.

Fig 3 snap shot of PHPlus IDE
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Main Modules of the IDE
The following diagram illustrates the main modules present in the PHPlus IDE.
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•

Main Application Window
The functionalities of the IDE are controlled by this module. This is the module which
provides capabilities of a Multiple Document Environment (MDE) to the IDE.
•

Project Manager
This module handles the creation of new projects either from scratch or from an already existing
web application and maintenance of the project.
•

Syntax Highlighter
This provides keyword highlighting features for the PHPlus IDE. It can handle both the HTML
and PHP syntax highlighting. Since the keyword highlighting rules are extracted from an external
database it can cater for future changes in either language. Further, it can easily be extended for
syntax highlighting of any other language.
•

Class Parser
It is through this module that the dynamic method discovery is achieved. For this it uses two
parsers; dynamic parser and static parser. Static parser implements the logic for parsing a PHP file
and the dynamic parser handles the presentation of the features discovered by the static parser. This
feature is very essential for rapid application development.
•

CVS Client
When a team of developers work together, it is very important to use a facility to productively
share codes among developers without creating any conflicts. Further, one of the most expensive
areas of software development is software change management (adding or improving
functionalities) and maintenance. The time and cost can be greatly reduced using several
techniques. Making use of CVS (Concurrent Versioning System) is one such method. It Keeps track
of changes done to the files in web applications by different developers and controls the software
versions. This module eases this task by providing a graphical interface for the CVS server. It can
handle many of the commonly used CVS commands such as add, commit, update, remove, etc.
•

Wizards
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The PHPlus IDE provides several built-in wizards to ease the task of the developer and to
facilitate rapid application development by cutting down the time on repeatedly performed tasks.
Each of the wizards is briefly described below.
o XMLCPlus Parser Wizard
XMLCPlus parser, as mentioned earlier, converts any HTML file into a corresponding
PHP class. This wizard allows user to generate PHP classes easily and quickly.
o Deployer Wizard
As the name suggests, Deployer is a graphical tool to deploy the web site to a web
server.
o Documentor Wizard
Documentation is a very essential part of any successful project. The user writes the
codes with java-doc compliant comments inserted. This wizard produces a separate
documentation making use of these comments. Open source PEAR::Documentor
(PEAR::Documentor) PHP class library is used for this purpose.
o Unit Test generator Wizard
Testing the web application for making sure older functionalities work as expected when
a change is done to one part of the application is not only time consuming but also
frustrating activity, if care has not been exercised to incorporate some proven techniques.
Unit testing is one such technique widely used in many programming languages. This
wizard creates skeleton test cases for any PHP class. Open source PEAR::PHPUNIT
(PEAR::PHPUNIT) PHP library is used for this purpose.
o SOAP client generator Wizard
With web services becoming the de facto standard of developing distribute applications
in a platform neutral manner any useful web application should be able to consume the
functionalities of web services. This wizard generates SOAP clients for web services which
can in turn be used to consume the services provided. Open source PEAR::SOAP
(PEAR::SOAP) PHP library is used for this purpose.

2. Main Project Objectives/Goals

Open source for Linux platform
PHP engine itself is freely available and the majority of software development with PHP is
carried out on UNIX-like platforms. The main reasons for this are cost benefits, wide support by
different user communities and the web servers are reliable and hardly crash. Our framework and
the IDE make use of many open source libraries and applications. Because of the above reasons,
PHPlus is made open source. Further, we believe we can reach larger developer community (more
feedback) and encourage anyone to join with us to further develop this project.
Separation of design and logic
The main objective of the framework is to separate the tasks of web designers and web
developers. This approach paves way for collaborative effort and rapid application development.
This is achieved through the existing HTML tags and no new tags are introduced to the web pages.
Use of PHP 5 –PHP framework for the future
PHP 5 beta 1 was released in May, 2003 and beta 2 was released very recently in Nov, 2003.
Even though these versions still contain known bugs and are not suitable for production level web
sites, we still decided to use PHP 5 due following reasons. It provides better object oriented
programming support through Zend Engine2 (Zend Engine2). DOM programming is made
completely object oriented and no backward compatibility is provided. It provides functionalities to
manipulate XML files which were absent in previous versions. As these features are at the core of
our framework, if the framework was developed using PHP 4.3 (existing stable version), the
framework would be soon obsolete and not support many OOP features. Mainly due to this fact and
incorporation of many open source libraries, our project followed a research based approach.
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Use of DOM of PHP to manipulate HTML files – industry standard
Millions of Java web application developers use Java DOM based framework, Enhydra, to
develop production level large scale web sites. The main reasons for this are ease of use for novices
and experienced users have more control over the framework by extending the existing
functionality to manipulate the DOM. PHPlus framework follows a similar approach in terms of
principles. PHP DOM is based on libxml2 (LIBXML2) which is the fastest freely available XML
manipulation library. We believe following the standard techniques rather than custom made one
increase the acceptance of the framework.
Rapid application development without compromising the efficiency of the application
Speed and quality are no longer considered to be two contradicting ends. The objective of
framework API is not to wrap the PHP functions into PHP classes but rather to provide developers
methods to perform complex and time consuming tasks which require considerable amount of
coding. Efficiency of the framework class library is very important for quick response time in
accessing web pages.
Easy-to-use IDE
Any GUI application should be user-centered, logical and consistent to obtain a wide user
acceptance. As the IDE is developed for the Linux platform, it closely follows the style (menu
options, dialog boxes, wizards and help) of the major open source IDEs in Red Hat Linux 9.0.
(Examples: Qt Designer, KDevelop (KDEVELOP) Environment) Framework is incorporated to the
IDE, in keeping with the fact that the popularity of any framework largely depends on its ease of
use. In addition to the framework, IDE plays a major role in rapid application development. IDE
needs to provide most of the features found in popular IDEs for other languages and encourage
good programming practices through the incorporation of wizards for unit test case generation and
project documentation. To cater for current trends, IDE should provide tools to auto-generate clients
for web services. The idea is to make the PHP web development still faster cutting down cost and
development time.

3. Conclusion

In keeping with our design goals and objectives, we were able to achieve many successes.
The most important one out of them was our successful development of a Framework and an IDE
for PHP to truly support rapid application development. The architecture of the framework alone
provides a great platform for the developers to produce quality software without compromising the
speed.
We were able to put many software engineering principles into practice, while gaining
invaluable experience in team work.
We believe we have done a great team work and were able to successfully face several great
challenges during the past 6 months to come up with PHPlus. We hope to see this work continue
into the future adding more functional and non-functional capabilities to both the framework and
the IDE.
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